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Introduction: The moon spends most of its time
exposed to the solar wind acting as a passive absorber
of the impinging solar wind particles, akin to a
non-magnetized obstacle in high-Mach plasma.
However, in each lunation, during its six days transit
through the Earth’s magnetotail, the moon is
apparently shielded from solar transients. How is this
environment like? Observations from Chandrayaan-2
Large Area Soft X-ray Spectrometer (CLASS) on
board the Chandrayaan-2 indicate the moon
experiences a flux of energetic particles in the geotail,
pointing out it is a dynamic environment. We have
developed a solar wind-driven, three-dimensional
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) star-planet-moon
interaction module to study the lunar environment
under the forcing of the solar wind and the dynamic
magnetotail. In our simulations, we find that the
moon's presence modifies the magnetic structure
around its vicinity when in the geotail region. Based on
our analysis of the in-situ spacecraft data as well as the
simulated data from our model, we propose that
non-neutral current sheets form around the Moon,
which accelerate electrons to higher energies. Our
results are relevant for understanding the lunar space
environment and (exo)planetary systems and their
interactions with (exo)moons.

Figure Caption: An xz plane slice of the steady
state of the simulated Earth-Moon system shaped by
the solar wind. The background colour-map shows the
total current density in units of nA/m2. The colour
palette has been saturated at the maximum to show
weaker currents. Grey lines represent projections of 3D
magnetic field streamlines on the plane. The geotail
current sheet extends from the night side of the Earth
and passes below the Moon.
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